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News Briefs

Davis Treadway

first inmate under 'three strikes, you're out" is sentenced
Samuel Lee Page Jr. became the country's first inmate sentenced
under the first "three strikes, you're out" law.
Page pleaded guilty to a March 3 foiled kidnapping in which he
stole $40 at knife point- his fifth and sixth felony convictions.
Under the state's new law, Page received an automatic sentence
0f life in prison without the possibility of parole.
According to Page, he pleaded guilty and accepted his sentence
in order to "thumb his nose at the system.'

y

"1 was telling the system I didn't give a damn," Page said.

Menendez brother seeks funds to finance retrial

"How can you enjo]
cooked by a man]
a skull-and-i
bones tattoo?*

Letters written by defense lawyer Leslie Abramson were sent
out to supporters last week, asking for donations to finance the
trial of brothers Erik and Lyle Menendez.
The letter, sent under the title, "Erik G. Menendez Legal
Defense Fund," was dated March 11 and stated that, "we need to
raise over $1 million to finance the case solely with contributions."
Prosecutors are scheduled to set a retrial date at an April 15
court hearing. Both brothers' previous trial for the Aug. 20, 1989
murder of their parents, Jose and Kitty Menendez, ended in deadk.
To date, two public defenders have been assigned to represent
vie at the second trial.

Coroner assigned to medical mystery case commits suicide
Stephanie Albright, 40, a high-ranking Riverside County
Coroner's official assigned to the medical mystery case of Gloria
Ramirez, committed suicide last Saturday evening.
Albright, who shot herself in the head as she talked to her
estranged husband on the telephone, was the coroner assigned to
investigate Ramirez's death last month.
Ramirez died at Riverside General Hospital while hospital
workers treating her were overcome by toxic fumes emitted from
iter body.
Fellow coroner, Scotty Hill, said Albright's death would not
"npede the ongoing probe into Ramirez's death.
According to officials, Albright may have shot herself because
°fthe pressures of the highly publicized medical case.
"How much that affected what happened is too early to tell,

LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS

3LOR GUARD

^d Chief Deputy Coroner Dan Cupido.

World
American import has Japan on its guard
. °ne American import that has the Japanese government on alert
's not American made cars. Instead, the hottest American item
titrating Japan's black market is guns.
, Fr°m Colt, Ruger to Smith & Wessen, pistols smuggled in to
Vn from the U.S. are "No. 1 among yakuza organized crime
0uPs" in a land where civilian handgun possession isillega
American guns receive top dollars in the Japanese ac
,0r instance, a $275 Smith & Wesson, ,38-caliber revolver so
lJ S. can fetch
^e U.S.
fptrh up
un to
tn $4,800
800 in Jaoan.
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bast year alone, more than 470 firearms

from

Japanese Police.
,
^
impossible to stop the flow as long as t e 8un>le in other countries," said Shigent Kubota. an officer wtth

Seized

]t's

^ National Police Agency's firearms-control division.
. Although fewer than 200 gun-related crin.es

3*" each year, according to International En orce
n^
..J tueau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms nCWas g
iN*.
them. And they can t unagrne
a^
Vs problem
'n America you can walk into a gun store like a candy st

buy what you want."
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Provost position expected to be filled by year's end

Nation

"W°

March 31, 1994

Staff Writer
Fern Johnson is in. Bruce
Bergland is out.
That was the March 17 con
sensus when faculty members
joined University of the Pacific
President Bill Atchley at the
Redwood Room to discuss two
candidates for new provost of the
University.
"Bergland left me cold," said
Robert Dash, instructor for
Modem Language and Literature.
"I didn't think Bergland was a
very strong candidate," agreed
Donald Duns, new station man
ager for KUOP.
"I don't want to move on any
one unless it's the right choice
and I have had the chance to call
my colleagues to find refer

ences," Atchley said.
The new provost position at
University of the Pacific requires
a balance of communication and
public relations skills which
includes knowledge about
University infrastructures and
reporting methods, faculty said.
The provost will become chief
academic officer and senior vice
president in a cabinet system of
internal administration to support
the president in the implementa
tion of strategic planning deci
sions of future academic pro
grams.
Most importantly, the provost
will oversee the campus operat
ing and academic budgets, coor
dinate activities of the academic
divisions through the deans, and
serve in the absence of the presi
dent.
Johnson, who is on leave of

absence as provost of Clark
University, a small private school
in Massachusetts, has the advan
tage of strong interpersonal
speaking skills and experience in
a similiar job position, according
to faculty present at the forum.
Johnson was described as an
active scholar who has published
important documents on diversity
issues. She was praised for her
analysis of the trends in educa
tion and was not seen as a divi
sive element in tough decision
making responsibilities between
professional schools and the lib
eral arts.
College of the Pacific Dean
Robert Benedetti was not
inspired by Johnson and defend
ed Bergland for his knowledge
about administrative structures
in his Executive-Vice Chancellor
duties at University of Colorado

at Denver.
"(UOP) needs utility adminis
trators. (They) are good at putting
out fires," he said.
Some faculty members com
plained that Bergland. who
allegedly has not published
research papers since the late
1970's, would not add a signifi
cant new dimension to the
University.
Should Johnson turn down the
job. Duns emphatically stated the
administration should not offer
Bergland the new post.
The provost appointment is
scheduled later in the year and
before the 1994 fall semester
begins.
Both candidates will be asked
to visit the campus again.
The one hour open forum was
moderated by Chair of the
Academic Council. Jed Scully.

After 33 years, the Peace Corps continues to thrive
Allison Kajiya
News Editor
Have you ever wanted to trav
el to a distant land? Does helping
others appeal to you? If so, then
the Peace Corps is the answer for
you.
Patti Garamendi, associate
director
for
Volunteer
Recruitment and Selection for the
Peace Corps, was yesterday's
World On Wednesday lecture
series guest.
Speaking on the topic, "Peace
Corps 1994: New Frontiers in
the Fourth Decade," Garamendi
related her own experiences as a
Peace Corps volunteer in the
1960's, as well as talked about
the direction the organization is
taking into the 1990's.
"I'm very happy to address
this diverse group because you
represent a diverse America,"
Garamendi said to UOP faculty,
students and Stockton residents.
This year marks the 33rd
anniversary of the Peace Corps,
and according to Garamendi,
things just couldn't be better for
the organization.
"Peace Corps has not changed
because volunteers have not
changed," Garamendi said. "It is
the volunteers that have kept the
Peace Corp experience through

Volunteering for the Peace Corps is a rewarding experience says Garamendi. Over 140,000 volunteers hare
passed through the program, which celebrates its 33rd anniversary this year.

teers goes to the heart of the community to which they are
assigned."
Currently, volunteers range in
age from 18 to 87 years of age, in
which one in ten volunteers is
over the age of 50. Minorities
also represent 12% of the total
volunteers in the program.
"We have a Peace Corps as
President Clinton likes to say that
looks diverse," said Garamendi.
The role of the Peace Corps
volunteer is to give help where
help is needed. Volunteers help
countries leam English, manage
the years."
The Peace Corps, established small businesses, start environ
mental programs, aid in fish cul
by President John F. Kennedy, is
ture
development, help build-up
an "organization that places vol
agricultural
programs, give med
unteers in service-oriented posi
ical
care
and
nutrition informa
tions throughout the world.
Currently, more than 6,000 vol tion and start up irrigation water
unteers are serving in over 90 ways through engineering.
But according to Garamendi,
countries around the world.
that
is just a small portion of the
Joining the Peace Corps is a
life enhancing opportunity says job completed by volunteers.
Garamendi, who herself has six "We are continuously updating
children, two who have served as our programs, and we work
closely with countries to formu
volunteers.
"The Peace Corps is the face late job descriptions," she said.
As a volunteer, monthly
of America," said Garamendi.
allowances
are also given to help
"The works of Peace Corp volun-

pay for living, food, clothing and
other needs. Medical and dental
care is free, and opportunities for
life after the Peace Corps is abun
dant.
On completion of a tour, vol
unteers receive a readjustment
allowance, and are provided with
job hunting assistance from the
Peace Corps. Volunteers are also
eligible for federal employment
on a non-competitive basis.
Spreading the need for volun
teers to serve two-year tours,
Garamendi appealed to the UOP
audience as well. "I'm looking
for graduates from this school,"
she said. "This is also a great

career path for graduate stu
dents."
Overall, Garamendi has one
goal in mind as the associative
director of the organization. "My
goal is to have 7500 volunteers in
the field... and I'm going to deal
with the same budget I have
now... we're just going to work
harder to make it grow," she said.
The Peace Corps has an age
less mission to promote peace
now and into the future. "Our
mission is world peace. It's a
friendship mission," Garamendi
said.
Yesterday's
World
On

(see Peace Corps page 2)
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Ski Homewood offers spring tips
Skiers flock to the slopes in
the Spring for warm sun and corn
snow, but that's not all, according
to Ski Homewood's Ski School
Director, Kevin Roach.
"Spring is a great time to learn
to ski or to work on improving
your technique. For people new
to the sport or just starting out,
it's nice because you usually
don't have to worry about bliz
zards, goggles and Gore-Tex,"
Roach said. "It's a popular time
for people who don't have the

varying conditions on the more
advanced slopes, he added.
"Generally following the sun
is the accepted method for skiing
in the Spring. Start on south-fac
ing slopes early in the morning,
working your way around the

Homewood on Easter Sunday,
The following report cov
ers the week of March 18
through March 24,1994;

which will also include an Easter
egg hunt.
The Easter egg hunt, which
will include eggs hidden by the

compass; to the west-, north-,
then east-facing slopes," Roach
said. "This helps to give skiers
the best possible conditions

-Theft
*On March 22, the theft

Easter bunny himself, will be
held at the South Lodge in front
of the Homewood Children's

throughout the day."
Ski Homewood's ski school is
certified by the Professional Ski

of a bicycle from the area of
the Archania Fraternity
House was reported to
Public Safety. The bike is a
"Bridgetone" mountain bike.
*A wallet was taken from
a room in Jesse Ballantyne

Center beginning at 11:30 a.m.
The egg hunt is for children ages
3 through 11. The day also
includes chocolate bunnies and
other treats.
Church services will be held

high-tech clothing."
Spring conditions make for
easier learning for lower levels,
such as first-timers and begin
ners. The snow is softer for

Instructors of America with 45
instructors teaching skiers of all
ages and abilities, from first-time
to expert levels.
A special program for chil

falling and the added speed con
trol from the soft snow helps to
keep beginners in control,

dren, the Ski and Play program,

on the mountain Easter Sunday,
near the top of the Madden chairlift at 2 p.m. The services will be
non-denominational and will be
performed by a minister from the
Tahoe
Resort
Ministries

is offered through the Homewood

Association.

according to Roach.
For intermediate or advanced
skiers, lessons are a good idea in
the Spring to help adjust to the

Children's Center.
Easter festivities are also on

For more information regarding

schedule at Ski Homewood.
Families may enjoy a day of

and Easter festivities call Ski

skiing

Homewood at (916) 525-2992.

and

fun

at

Ski

on March 23.
-Vandalisms
•Public Safety received a
report of a broken window in
Grace Covell Hall on March
19.
•Sometime

between

Peace Corps

Ski Homewood's hours, lesson rates

UOP offers course in breakthrough
teaching and learning
unexplored territory," Gifford
said. "This unique, in-depth look
University Relations
at thinking reveals fundamental
patterns- patterns which play a
Wouldn't you enjoy a learning critical role in comprehension,
experience that leads to discover memory and communication.
ies, insights and new possibili These fundamental thinking pat
terns are not taught in schools
ties?
The University of the Pacific today, so their discovery pro
has added "Human Thinking and duces insights and opens up new
Learning: An In-depth Look" to possibilities."
Using these fundamental cog
its Lifelong Learning curriculum.
Course instructor Jane Taber nitive processes as the founda
Gifford, M.A. Psychology, says tion, the course builds a model of
the course evolved over the past the learning process which focus
20 years out of the experiences of es attention naturally and recon
thousands of teachers, students nects participants to the joy and
and parents.
enthusiasm of teaching and learn
"This course is an interesting ing.
and exciting expedition into
"This course enables teachers

Ron Owens

to produce unpredictable results
with their students, empowers
students to take charge of their
own learning process and pro
vides parents with the ability to
effectively help their children
with learning," Gifford said.
"Human Thinking and
Learning: An In-depth Look,"
will meet two Saturdays, April 16
and April 23, from 8:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. at UOP's Wendell Phillips
Center, Room 130. The course
provides participants with one
extended education unit. The
cost is $80 and a workbook is
included.
For more information or to register,
call the Office of Lifelong Learning,
UOP, (209) 946-2424.

continued from Page 1
Wednesday was held in the
University's Bechffel International
Center and sponsored by COPA,
OASIS, UPBEAT and the Office
of International Programs.
For more information on how
you can join the Peace Corps, call
(800) 424-8580 or write to:
Peace Corps, 1990 K St., N.W.,
Room 9320, Wash. D.C., 20526.

Monbusho scholarships available for students
American students who wish
to study at a Japanese university
as research students for the 1995
Japanese academic year are
encouraged to apply for scholar
ships offered by the Ministry of
Education (Monbusho).
Students selected to be
Monbusho Scholars will carry
out research based on a proposal
submitted at the time of applica
tion.
The area of research partici
pants pursue must be either in the

same field or one related to that
which he/she has been studying.
Both two-year and one-and-ahalf-year Monbusho Scholarships
are available. The two-year pro
gram commences in April 1995
and continues to March 1997,
and the one-and-a-half-year pro
gram runs from Oct. 1995 to
March 1997.
Scholarships are available to
American citizens under the age
of 35 (born on or after April 2,
1960) who are college or univer-

Law school information
meetings to be held
Humphreys College School of
Law is holding three area infor
mation meetings for prospective
students. The meetings will be
held at the following places:
Humphreys College, 6650
Inglewood Ave., Room B-10,
Stockton on Tues., April 12 at 7
p.m.
Humphreys College, 3600
Sisk Rd., Suite 3-A, Modesto on
Wed., April 13 at 7 p.m.
Tracy High School, 315 East
11th St., Call for room, Tracy on
Wed., April 20 at 7 p.m.
The School of Law in
Stockton offers a four-year
evening program designed for the
student who needs to work dur
ing the day while attending law
school during the evening.
Judge Nels Fransen, Dean of
the School of Law, will discuss
admission requirements, tuition

m

and financial assistance, curricu
lum and life after graduation at
the information meetings.
For more information, call
(209) 478-0800.

sity graduates with excellent aca
demic records.
There are two stages to the
Monbusho application process.
First, all applications submitted
by the deadline date of Aug. 22,
1994, will be screened to deter
mine which candidates will con
tinue on to the second stage.
Those candidates who pass
through initial screening will then
take a three-hour language exam
ination and interview.
All applicants who pass the
initial screening will be tested

<94-'95
APPLY
NOW
946-2115

For further information, call
(415) 777-3533.

You Con Help
Remle Life!
Two Hours Of
Your Time Each

News Editor
Wanted for

and interviewed at the Consulate
General of Japan in San
Francisco; the exam will take
place at 1:30 p.m. on Fri., Sept.
16 and the interview will be con
ducted the following day, Sat.,
Sept. 17.
Applications must be received
at the Consulate General of
Japan, 50 Fremont St., Suite
2200, San Francisco, Calif.
94105 no later than Aug. 22,
1994 to be considered.

Week Can Make
A Difference.
You Help Save
Lives! At The
Same Time, You
Contribute To

Miles Inc., a national pharmaceutical
leader, Is currently seeking healthy people to
participate In a quality plasma drive In our
community.
The plasma drive Is open to adults age 18
to 70 who are in good health and meet Miles'
donation requirements.
Plasma is an essential fluid of life and is
used to make medicines to treat people with
life-threatening diseases such as hemophilia
and congenital emphysema. Plasma-based

The Benefit Of

medicines are also used to save the lives of

Your Communityl

burn victims, people in shock, and certain
newborns whose lives are threatened.

Call Today:
For Appointments
& Information.
Center Hours

7:00-4:30
#465-0284
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longtime, but it's legal); 3) Pay
Pie Council on International
national Exchange (CIEE)
' to get you a work visa for
ammer job of your dreams,
still have to find the posibut the hard part's done.
;ople have successfully
all three tactics and have
everything from flip burgon an Australian beach to
•level finance at an English
:hant bank. It's up to you.
3oing It Alone
Without any assistance,
d better be determined. Try
ling your credentials to
;elines and resorts like Club
, or get serious like Kirell
hman, a senior at Marist
jpllege in New York. Kirell
Dt a full-time, paid position
eporting for the Moscow
'imes, an English language
ewspaper in Russia, by sendng out letters worldwide. He
such an incredible time
king overseas (and built up
s resume considerably) in the
pe months he spent there last
immer that he's applied to the
rague Post for this year.
With A Little Help From
e Friends
If you don't have time to
lv«t in a mass mailing this
in the game, call CIEE and
ose from Ireland, France,
r'tain,
Germany,
New
ealand, Canada and Costa
j|'ca. Student Kevin Stube
°ecame a finance intern at
ePsi in Germany, while
harvard undergrad Alexa
jiger worked in advertising
°r the International Herald
dbune in France. Victoria
• <tuth, a student at California
University at Long Beach,
J-as a receptionist in central
n(ton. She plenty of leisure
too: "On free days, I've
n to Wimbledon for the ten
s' Henley for the rowing, and
eeds castle for the history."
so traveled in Ireland and
es> and skied in Germany
Austria.
Uaine DeLuca, a grad stu^nt at Rutgers University,
*aitrsessed for seven weeks at a
resort in New Zealand. "I
a free ski pass with the

3

Xhej^ation

:R^ERE' EIAINE'TI»

mi
made $8 per hour. She shared a
25* a ^uth hostel with a
fnend for about $35 each per
week. If she hadn't had to
return to school, Elaine says
she would have completed the
season.

Erin McGrath and Christina
Johnson, both from American
University in Washington,
DC., traveled together to Costa
Rica and fell into a unique situ
ation. Erin found a paying job
at an English language book
store, while Christina helped an
artist in exchange for accomodation in the studio above the
artist's home. From this view,
they could see horses roaming
in the countryside as well as the
bustle of San Jose down below.
CIEE's travel agency in town
even let them use its address to
receive mail.
While most of the overseas
jobs are far from glamorous,
two students participating in
CIEE's program found them
selves serving Queen Elizabeth
during Prince Andrew's royal
wedding reception.
For more information, con
tact CIEE, Work Exchanges
Department, 205 East 42nd St.,
New York, NY, 10017. (212)
661-1414.
Become an "Au Pair"
Another option is working as
a nanny for a family in France
or Spain. You can make $250300 per month plus room and
board for 30- to 45-hour work
weeks.
$700
(recently
reduced!) covers arrangements
and your health insurance.
Bonus: Many European fami
lies travel during the summer
months, so you'll probably get
to see some sights! Call World
Learning's Au Pair/Homestay
Abroad program: (202) 4085380.
The variety of positions
available worldwide and your
ability to secure one for your
self is only limited by your
imagination and perseverance.
Go for it!
Hot Deals
• Mention the "Road
Scholar" and CIEE will waive
the postage and handling fee
for regular delivery when you
order the collegiate travel bible
•'Work, Study, Travel Abroad:
The Whole World Handbook"
($13.95) in April. To order, call
(800) 349-2433.
• Win a trip for Two to the
Canadian Rockies! Simon &
Schuster is sponsoring a contest
in conjunction with their new
release, "30 Days to a Good
Job," by Paul Plawin and Hal
Gieseking. If you find a job
within 30 days of getting the
book, enter the contest as out
lined inside, and if you win,
enjoy an all-expense paid
week-long vacation (if you can
take off the time!). Contest
deadline is Dec. 31.
The Road Scholar wants to

hear ftom you! Send your ques
tions, noteworthy travel experi
ence? and comments to: P. O.
Box 1087, Carlisle, PA 17013.
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Film documents women's winning season
College Press Service
The National Collegiate
Athletic Association's women's
basketball tournament expanded
to 64 teams for the first time this
year, the games have been wellattended, and media coverage has
more abundant than ever.
Yet, as recently as the 1989-90
season, women's basketball went
largely unrecognized and unap
preciated. That was the year
when the Stanford women's bas
ketball team took the national
championship, and PBS producer
Becky Smith captured the entire
season on film.
Airing March 29 at 9 p.m. on
PBS (check local listings), "In
the Game" chronicles the team's
march to the championship with
a remarkable 32-1 record, and in
the process, tells a larger story
about the state of women's sports
in this country.
The one-hour program profiles
such people as Andy Geiger, ath
letic director at Stanford in the
1980s. Geiger is hailed as the
architect of women's basketball
at Stanford for dedicating the

College Press Service
Elle Macpherson, the stunning
model who has graced several
Sports Illustrated swimsuit
issues, was used to turning down
the many film offers that came
her way.
Sure, she played herself in an
amusing, cameo in Woody
Allen's "Alice" in 1990, but
Macpherson hadn't yet acted, and
she wasn't sure she could, should
or even wanted to.
So, she bided her time running
the cottage industry that's built
around her. Macpherson owns an
Australian lingerie company and
produces her own swimsuit cal
endar. She also travels the world
modeling and appearing in com
mercials.
Then, about a year and a half
ago, her manager received a film
script called "Sirens" from John
Duigan, the writer-director
behind such terrific Australian
productions as "The Year My
Voice Broke" and "Flirting."
"Sirens" concerned a minister
(Hugh Grant) and his prim wife
(Tara Fitzgerald), who arrive in
Australia of the early 1930s to
ask notorious (real-life) artist and
writer Norman Lindsay (Sam
Nei 11) to withdraw a sexually
explicit painting from an impend

ing exhibit. Living with Lindsay,
his wife and their children are
three voluptuous models who
stand nude before Lindsay as he
creates his controversial works.
Little time passes before the
minister and his wife are caught
up in the sexuality that permeates
the air around Lindsay's country
retreat.
Duigan wanted Macpherson to,
play Sheela, one of Lindsay's
models, but Macpherson ignored
him. Her manager explained
Duigan was a well-respected
filmmaker and that it would be
rude to not even read his script.
More than a year later,
Macpherson, with her big blue
eyes and flowing blonde hair,
faces the media at a Manhattan
hotel. And, sure enough, she's
discussing "Sirens," now in
release from Miramax Films.
"The film's charm is it's beau
tifully written," she says. "I've
always loved John's films. I grew
up with Norman Lindsay's
books, (like) 'The Magic
Pudding.' ... I went for a screen
test and didn't have time to think
of all the reasons why I shouldn't
do it. The next thing I knew I was
off doing it."
Macpherson, who splits her
time between Manhattan,
Australia and London, reports
having enjoyed her three months

Rock may contribute to the blues
——7:

r

College re

College students who listen to a
lot of rock 'n' roll music also have a
tendency to get the blues — not the
lowdown-funky-B.B. King blues,
but the lousy-life-and-bad-mentaloutlook kind, two researchers say.
"Our data show that those stu
dents who report the highest levels
of rock listening also have the high
est scores on measures of depression,
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implemented, requiring schools
to support women's sports teams
on a par with men's teams — that
there were no scholarships for
women in NCAA sports and
almost no money devoted to the
teams at all. In fact, most
women's teams then had onetenth the financial resources of
men's collegiate teams, according
to "In the Game."
VanDerveer made only
$65,000 during the 1989-90 sea
son, almost half of what the
Stanford men's basketball coach
was earning, despite the fact that
the women's team, by season's
end, was drawing more fan sup
port than the men's team, PBS
points out. In 1992, VanDerveer's
salary was doubled to match her
male counterpart's earnings —
after she threatened to file a law
suit.
"I think, in a lot of respects,
sports is one of the last bastions
of a lot of male chauvinism and
sexism," VanDerveer says in the
documentary.
PBS shows, however, that the
travails and habits of a women's
sports team are identical to those
of a men's team: injuries, gruel

ing bus rides and players' era/)
superstitions. The documentary
shows footage of VanDerveer's
speeches (uncensored). practices,
games, and celebrations. The
team's one loss to an inferior
team is well documented and
provides insight into how a domi
nant team coped with such a leidown.
The editing is refreshing and
the pace is practical, and "In the
Game" tells its story authorita
tively and entertainingly.
In an epilogue, the documen
tary tells what happens to the
team and its coaches following
the championship season. The
show lingers a little long on how
few professional avenues are
available to women basketball
players after their collegiate
careers. It also jars the viewer
momentarily by showing a clip of
team members discussing their
haircuts and. later, when a voiceover mentions how one of the
players rejected Barbie dolls
when she was young.
Overall, however, "in the
Game" succeeds admirably in
conveying its message about the
value of women's sports.

Elle Macpherson goes full steam ahead

PUT YOUR ADVERTISEMENT IN LIGHTS!
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resources and the energy to build
ing the program. He sought out
winning coach Tara VanDerveer
from Ohio State and convinced
her to take Stanford's reins.
From there, VanDerveer
turned around a two-season
drought of 14 wins and 42 losses.
She installed a fast-break team
with good long-range shooting.
Somehow she convinced high
school superstar Jennifer Azzi to
leave her home state of
Tennessee, where women's bas
ketball has been revered for
years, to go play for Stanford.
VanDerveer also managed to
recruit Sonja Henning, an eventu
al collegiate All American, and a
bevy
of
other
talent.
VanDerveer's recruiting process,
instrumental to any college bas
ketball team, disappointingly
goes unexplained in PBS's docu
mentary.
The rest of the story is well
told, however.
Though mostly focused on
Stanford's ascent, the show also
tells how far women's basketball
has come in the past 20 years. It
notes, for example, that before
1972 — when Title IX was
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anxiety and sensation-seeking," said
Valerie N. Stratton, associate profes
sor of psychology at Penn State
University's Altoona campus.
Stratton and Annette H.
Zalanowski, associate professor of
music, presented their paper at a
recent meeting of the National
Association for Music Therapy and
the Canadian Association for Music
Therapy in Toronto.
The link between rock music and
depression was not surprising. "Our
findings about rock music and nega
tive moods would be consistent with
other studies that have shown that
rock listening is connected to a num
ber of antisocial behaviors, such as
rebelliousness and hostility,"
Stratton says.
However, the researchers did dis
cover something unusual after sur
veying 122 college students with an
average age of 19.3 years, and a sec
ond group of 99 faculty members
and staff. The link between rock and
negative attitudes was present in the
older group of staff and faculty.
Stratton and Zalanowski said it was
uncertain whether the music actually
induced negative moods, or whether
sadder, more anxious people were
attracted to rock and classical music.

making "Sirens." After all, she
didn't have any of the responsi
bility that accompanies most of
her modeling and other projects.
The cast and crew made her comfortable, while gaining 20
pounds, darkening her hair, and
wearing different makeup helped
her become Sheela.
Sheela is a unique lady, teas
ing about sex, always watching
everyone go on their respective
sexual journeys without, interest
ingly, going on one herself.
Though there's a world of differ
ence between posing for photos
in a bikini and appearing naked
on film, which Macpherson does
in "Sirens," she downplays the
nudity.
"I was born naked and hope to
be buried naked," she says.
"This isn't about sex or having
sex with somebody. The naked
ness I have in the film is like, 'So,
what's your problem?' Also, I'm
only really naked for about two
minutes, in three different sec
tions. When we filmed it we had
a closed set. I had on a robe, took
off my robe, and did my thing.
They did one take and it was
over. It wasn't like we were
parading around naked the whole
time."
Born and raised in Sydney,
Australia, Macpherson envi

sioned herself in a law career.
When she was 17 and working at
a pharmacy, a friend suggested
Macpherson try modeling, an
idea she promptly rejected. Then
her friend told her she made $5(X)
in a week.
"I said, '$500!!'," remembers
Macpherson. "'Do you know
how many days 1 have to work at
the pharmacy to make that27
Suddenly, Macphersoivwas
modeling.
"I was making money and
meeting new people," she says.
"Then I was supposed to go to
law school. Just before 1 was sup
posed to go I went to America. I
thought I'd model for two weeks
before I went back to school, but
I never stopped."
The rest is history.
Now that she's approaching
30, people are asking if she's
afraid of aging.
"I'll tell you what," says
Macpherson, smiling, "if I don't
grow old, I'm going to die. So,
I'm looking forward to it, to
being a mother, grandmother and,
hopefully, a great-grandmother.
I've had a wonderful modeling
career and I think it'll continue as
long as I wish it to.
"I'll always be working,
because I desperately need to
work. I love to work."

Romantic plan goes awry
College Press Service

Even the most romantic
intentions sometimes go awry.
That's what a University of
Florida employee discovered
when he tried to add a little
excitement to a Valentine's Day
gift. Jimmy Ross, who works at
the school's physical plant, tied
a ring that he had bought his
girlfriend to a helium-filled bal
loon emblazoned with the
words "I Love You."
Ross put the gift in his truck,
but after he got home, the bal
loon sailed out of the passenger
window. "I ran inside the house
and got my pistol," he told the
Independent Florida Alligator.
"I was going to shoot it down.
But when I came out with the
gun, I forgot it had a lock on it

and ran in the house to get the
key."
Too late. The balloon was
gone.
One of Ross' friends called a
Gainesville radio station, which
put out an all-points bulletin on
the renegade balloon. No sight
ings were reported, so WKTK
officials replaced the ring with
one stipulation: Ross had to
place it on his girlfriend's finger
indoors.
The saga continued, though.
A bus driver found the balloon
and the ring in a nearby town
two days later. Ross since has
exchanged rings with WKTK,
and he has some advice for
other swains who might want
to emulate his methods: "Buy a
lead weight, too!"

CROSS THE NATION
Single-parent program:
Bringing up baby on campus

Studentsserv^communiti
Breaking a tradition
College Press Service
Last year, more than 200,000

College Press Service

college students migrated south
to Daytona Beach, Fla., to spend
their spring break as far away
from work as possible.
Macy Pikus went to Florida,
too. But instead of drinking and
sunning herself on the beach, she
gave her time to help victims of
Hurricane Andrew.
"When I saw what happened
to these people, it really affected
me. I just felt like 1 really should
go do something," said Pikus, a
senior at George Washington
University in Washington, D.C.
Pikus and a handful of her
classmates joined dozens of stu
dents from around the country in
Homestead, Fla., last March.
Student crews helped restore cit
rus groves, answered telephones
at a crisis center, and helped
clean up the tons of debris still
left over from the hurricane.
"I didn't do it for any recogni
tion," Pikus said, "I just really
felt fulfilled."
Pikus' 14-hour road trip to
Florida last spring is an example
of a trend among college students
who want more from their spring
break than a good tan. While
some will return this year to con
tinue post-hurricane cleanup
efforts in Florida, students from
across the nation are getting
involved in other service projects
ranging from house-building to
literacy efforts.
"Spring break is really a
springboard into ongoing ser
vice," said Michael Magevney,
co-director of Break Away, a
national clearinghouse for volun
teer spring break programs locat
ed at Vanderbilt University in
Nashville, Tenn.
"I guess I did the party spring
break thing my freshman year. 1
came back sunburned and broke
and hung over," Magevney said.
After spending his next spring
break doing volunteer service,
Magevney caught the volunteer
service bug. This was the begin
ning of a service success story.
Magevney and his wife, Laura
Mann, founded Break Away in
1991 after serving as co-chairs of
Vanderbilt's Alternative Spring
Break program.
Break Away links student vol
unteers with service opportunities
throughout the country. "We
work with about 350 schools
around the country," Magevney
said.
"It's a whole new concept for
;j

a lot of people," Magevney said,
"No one had given this option to
students before."
"Students really want to make
a difference... they gain a lot out
of service," Magevney said,
"That's what keeps them coming
back."
In March, Rolling Stone
Magazine cited a 1992 Gallup
survey that found almost half of
Americans ages 18-24 volunteer
at least a day of their time during
the course of a year. An estimated
10,000 college students will be
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taking part in volunteer projects
this spring, Mann said.
Spring break volunteerism has
grown to the point where stu
dents have to sign up quickly to
get the kind of assignments they
want. Some programs have
become so popular that some
hopeful student volunteers have
been turned away.
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After two interships, Cory Bergman has been hired as the News Planning
Editor at KCRA TV.

his KCRA internship responsibil
ities of working on the assign
ment desk, answering phones,
researching stories and verifying
information through his KCSO
experience, Bergman constantly
stretched and made a conscious
effort to gain new knowledge. He
shadowed the director or an edi
tor, gave himself guided tours,
incessantly asked questions, and
educated himself on the news
room's computer software. "I
realized that self-initiative is piv
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ing story in mid-October. "I was
able to help set up and break
down both our live shots. At the
end of the day, I had essentially
learned how to set up a live shot
and what time and technical con
straints are involved. This infor
mation is invaluable for an
assignment editor who must
direct the logistics of multiple
live shots," said Bergman of the
experience.
'Trust must be gained by pas
sage of time, after which, my
responsibilities increase along
with my potential for employ
ment," wrote Bergman in a jour
nal assignment of the Internship
office, obviously he was right.
What did Bergman hope to take
away from this internship? 'The
achievement of knowledge, both
factual and experiential, was my
objective and my reference point
to judge success."
KCRA prefers to hire from the
community and promote from
within, Also employed at KCRA
is UOP '92 graduate and former
intern Charlynn Graves-Settlage.
Why do some students opt not
to partake in an internship experi
ence? Dr. Hoverstad answered,
"Some students don't know what
opportunities exist, some are not
organized and miss the deadline
thus the opportunity slips by and
they miss it for an entire semester
or possibly altogether."
If you are interested in obtain
ing information regarding the
KCRA internship or any other
internship, please contact the Co
op/Internship office at 946-2273.
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they help the farmworkers, sa
The University of the Pacific Conservatory of Music Opera
Sister Bernadette Campl>el1 heatre will present Johann Strauss' popular comedic opera, Die
Duquesne campus minister. ledermaus," on Saturday, April 16 at 8 p.m. and Sunday, April 17
112p.m. in the Faye Spanos Concert Hall.
• Habitat for Humanity,
solicits volunteers to build' The original opera was written and set in the romantic late ninefor families, also 'sl leenth century, but this decidedly different production is set
cost houses
breaks lollywood of the 1930s with a Noel Coward influence. The opera is
big draw for spring
thout disguises and deception; each character has a Hollywood
looking for something
ilmstar of the 30's counterpart.
to do.
luden15 Sopranos double cast as Rosalinda are Susan Uher and Sherene
8r°oks. The part of Adele is sung by sopranos Richelle Tnglia and
About 4,500 college s
from more than 2(X' ^ch°° jf ^ El|zabeth Hodgdon. Other student singers are Wim Pieters, John
fPPle, Diana Wigginton, Sylvana Chu and Natalie Wilson. Joining
scheduled to set asi e
?e Conservatory student cast are UOP faculty members William
sonal plans for sPr'n® jj
hitesides and William Wolak.
.. ,
help build Habhat^
^production is directed by Conservatory Opera Director Mar
different locations throug
jss Clark and the University Orchestra will be conductedby
usic Director George Buckbee. Original costumes are designed y
nation.
J
works**3
Jchard Marcos and the set is built by Kevin Ankele.
Not all of the
sai"
^eral admission tickets will cost $8. Students and children 12
tropical settings, eith

being built in So
which is fairly ntppy

otal to survival as an intern," said
Bergman.
"Cory is a great example of
someone who is focused and
truly knows where he wants to
go," said Jody Smith, associate
director of the Co-op/Internship
office. "He is extremely motivat
ed and dedicated to his career
goals."
While on his internship,
Bergman had the opportunity to
accompany Tim Herrera on cov
ering the hate-crime, fire-bomb
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friday through Monday for midsize vehicle
Must be 21 yea" or older

Wanda Covington
Guest Writer
San Joaquin County, Calif.,
April 30 - On your mark, get set,
DIAL. Signing up for the
American Diabetes Associations'
Tour De Cure is now as easy as
pedaling downhill. Starting
immediately, cyclists can call the
toll-free number 1-800-TOUR888, the local number (209) 4722080 or check with local mer
chants for registration forms.
The Tour De Cure is a cycling
event that will be held just east of
Stockton in Linden. The tour will
be through the seldom traveled
foothill areas of San Joaquin
County. The distances are broken
into three categories 25, 50 and
100K (15.5, 31, 62 miles). If you
cycle with four or more friends,
team prizes can be won.
"Most people do not realize
how serious diabetes is," said
Deanna Laird, Chairperson for
the Tour De Cure. "More people
will die of diabetes this year than
AIDS and for every woman who
dies of breast cancer, two women
will die of diabetes. Tour De
Cure will help us get the word
out about diabetes and help raise
needed funds for research and
local support services."
According to the American
Diabetes Association, more than
half of those affected by diabetes
do not know they are treated for

one of its complications - heart
disease, nerve damage and foot
and leg amputations. More than
650,000 people will be diagnosed
diabetes this year and 200,000
will die.
The Tour De Cure is spon
sored nationally by Weetabix
Grainfield's, Tussin DM Clear,
People and St. Dalfour and local
ly by Linden Lions Club, Doctors
Hospital of Manteca, K093,
Delta Theta Tau Sorority Inc.,
Suntrips, Backgrounds, Skinny
Snacks, Polar Water, Stockton
Delta Amateur Radio Club,
Cellular One, El Dorado
Kiwanis, A.D. Craig Co., Inc.,
Prosthetic
&
Orthotic
Technology and Eaton Medical
Group.
Diabetes is a disease that
affects the body's ability to pro
duce or respond properly to
insulin. Insulin is a hormone that
allows blood sugar to enter cells
and be used for energy. Currently
there is no cure for diabetes.
The American diabetes
Association is the nation's lead
ing nonprofit health organization
supporting diabetes research,
advocacy and information for
health professionals, patients and
the public.
Information about diabetes the
Tour De Cure, or how to become
a member of the American
Diabetes Association is available
by calling (209) 472-2080.

ASPARAGUS FESTIVAL
April 29, April 30 & May 1 at
Oakgrove Park.

Be sure to visit the UOP booth!

I Diversity extends into
the month of April
._

_

Wenona M. Brown
Guest Writer
The activities and presentations of Diversity Week were truly
enlightening and informative. It is now up to us, individually and
collectively, to validate the effectiveness and to ensure the appropri
ate impact of its message.
The appreciation of the issues that were brought to light, is not
sufficient, in and of itself. We need to act upon the specific changes
that need to be instituted in our personal and social attitudes and
agendas in addition to the physical structuring of our environment.
The very prominent issues of diversity do, in fact, extend far beyond
one annually scheduled weekly event. Diversity is a real and intri
cate part of all of our daily lives. It is an issue that not only requires
our attention and appreciation, but also demands our recognition and
appropriation with an intelligent approach.-It is with this mindset
that we can and will create an environment of understanding, of tol
erance and of acceptance for the diversities among us that cause us
to be the unique individuals. In keeping with this important topic,
the following information is presented, in order to promote aware
ness in one of the specific areas of diversity, namely, that of multifaith diversities.
During the month of April, the calendar is filled with an array of
various diverse cultural and religious celebrations. It is of great
importance to become more informed and acquainted with the many
celebrations and special dates of the other cultures and religions that
share our community.
On April 1, most Christian oriented faiths will commemorate
Good Friday, followed by the observance of Easter on Sunday, April
3. Good or Holy Friday commemorates the passion of Jesus Christ
illustrated by his submission to death by crucifixion. The focus in
the Christian churches of the West is mainly on the crucifixion,
while the Eastern churches place more emphasis on the burial.
Easter is the oldest and most important festival in the Christian year.
It is the celebration of the resurrection of Jesus Christ. It serves also
as the end of the period of Lent and initiates the fifty day period,
culminating with the celebration of Pentecost (May 22). April 24 is
Palm Sunda>, which celebrates the triumphant entry of Jesus into
Jerusalem, marking the Holy Week that culminates in Pascha
(Passover). April 28 is Holy Thursday, the commemoration of the
institution of the Lord's Supper by Jesus prior to his arrest.
April 13 is known in the Hindu faith as Vaisakhi. Unlike most of
the Hindu festivals, Vaisakhi always falls on the same date. It is pri
marily an agricultural festival, celebrating the harvest, and is espe
cially important in North India. It is named after the month of
Vaisakh. April 20 is also a Hindu celebration. Known as
Ramanavami, it is the celebration of the birthday of Rama, the sev
enth incarnation of the Hindu God Vishnu. The Ramayana, one of
the Hindu epics which tells the story of Rama, is read during the
previous eight days.
April 8 is a very important and significant date to all Jews, world
wide. Yom Hashoah, Holocaust Day, is in memory of the 6 million
Jews who died as victims of the Nazi atrocities during the World
War II.
To the Sikhs, in our community and worldwide, April 13th is
Baisakhi Day. It marks the first of the month of Vaisakh, the begin
ning of the solar year. Celebrated throughout India, Baisakhi has
special importance for the Sikhs. On this day in 1699, Guru Gobind
Singh, the tenth Guru, created the Khalsa Panth, the "Brotherhood
of the Pure," by administering Amrit, ("Nectar" used in the rite of
initiation) from the same bowl to the first members, known as the
"Five Beloved." It was on this day, that he also instituted the five
"K's," the symbols of the faith worn by all dedicated Sikhs. Each
Khalsa brother is given the name Singh, meaning Lion, and each
sister is given the name Kaur, meaning princess.
New Year's Day, for the Buddhist, falls on April 13 and 14.
According to the Saka calendar, this day is both a religious and cul
tural celebration for people from Burma, Campuchea, India, Laos,
Sri Lanka and Thailand.
The Baha'i faith also has three days of celebrations, during the
month of April. April 9 marks the beginning of the second month
of the Baha'i year, known as Jalai, meaning "Glory." Their third
month, Jamal, meaning "Beauty" begins on April 28. From April 21
through May 2, a celebration called Ridvan, pronounced "Rizwan",
commemorates the 12 days that Baha'u'llah spent in the garden of
Ridvan in the last days of his exile in Baghdad. It was during this
time that he proclaimed himself as the one announced by the Bab.
On the first, ninth and the twelfth days of Ridvan work is suspended.

Annual event raises funds
for Lady Tiger Athletics
The Fifth Annual University of the Pacific Lady Tigers Dinner and
Fashion Show is scheduled for Saturday, April 16. Cocktails will be
served at 6 p.m. and dinner at 7 p.m.
Clothing will be modeled by local residents in fashions from Bravo
McKeegan, The Flair Boutique, Spectator, Fina, 2 Plus 2 Pret, Spike
Africa, The Chatterbaux, Stage Two, Elle Boutique, Christopher's
Boutique and B.B. Hawk. Nelou is the chairperson of the event and the
executive committee includes Linda Dalonzo, Mimi Eberhardy, Cindy
Spiro, Judy Varni, Denise Cohen, Bonner Grupe-Murphy and Linda
Welin.
Tickets are available for $45 each by sending a check made payable
to:
UOP Lady Tigers Fashion Show
c/o Linda Dalonzo
3819 Fort Donaldson
Stockton, Calif. 95219
or by calling 946-2230.

Pacific Talks

of Mentor Semin
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ScottMitchell
Junior, Business
Yes. Because it not only endangers the smoker's health, but
the health of those around
them.

Joan Edwards
Admin. Assistant, Vice
President Chambers
It's hazardous to everyone's
health. If someone chooses to
endanger their own health, they
should do it in a private loca
tion.
Wenona Brown
FreshmanJVIath Education
Even though smokers think
they have rights, that right is a
killer. The majority leans
towards non-smoking and clean
air. Smokers can do it outside.
Sensitivity needs to be
addressed along with the right
Allison Miller
Sophomore, Intl. Relations
Just because you're a smoker
does not mean that other people
want to be around your smoke.

Adele Infante
Freshman, Business
Yes, it infringes on non-smok
er's rights, it should be. We al
have a right to clean air.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Shultz's column
waste of space; more
important issues face
the University
DEAR EDITOR,

We didn't think it worthwhile
to respond to Chris Shultz's As I
See It column of March 18
(regarding sexism on campus)
until a call came from Residential
Life and Housing asking for a
survey of bathroom doors,
undoubtedly backed by the inten
tion of changing the signs to
reflect a non-sexist campus.
Granted, the sign in the computer
lab may be demeaning toward the
one female T.A., but your con
cern regarding the signs on the
bathroom doors is ridiculous.
First of all, we know which
bathroom is which- regardless of
whether it has "Ladies," "Men,"
Women," or "Gentlemen" on the
door. Secondly, the effort and
money it would take to change
even half of the bathroom door
signs could be better spent com
pleting paint projects in the resi
dence halls, putting in better
security systems, or addressing
the abundance of more pertinent
deficiencies on campus. Thirdly,
most people we talked to do not
care what the sign on the bath
room door reads. Whether or not
a female is feeling "polite or
refined," or a male is "courteous,
gracious, or honorable," will not
affect the outcome of activities
that go on in the bathroom. Paper
towels, soap, and toilet seat cov
ers, on the other hand, might
make a genuine difference in the
average bathroom experience.
Hey, while you're at it, let's get
some potable water for brushing
teeth!
If you are going to address the
markings on the bathroom doors,
how about discussing the little
dresses on the stick figures? Does
that mean a cross-dressing male

should use the bathroom desig
nated for dress wearers? Perhaps
your next article should consider
clothing trends of the 90s.
In conclusion, we found your
article "a waste of valuable news
paper space with politically cor
rect babble." We think that you
could discuss more pertinent
issues on the UOP campus. If
you have a burning desire to
comment upon sexism, we sug
gest you research the hiring prac
tices of the computer lab or check
into the fact that nearly every sec
retary on campus is female.
Stick with Stall Stories,
Shultz!

TERIMUSIEL '95
MIKE WAECHTER '95
TAMARIN JANSSEN '94
MARCH 24,1994

Senior gift valuable
all UOP Seniors
should contribute
DEAR EDITOR,

Over the past several years,
I've heard a number of comments
from members of the graduating
senior class about the Senior Gift.
"What is it?" "Why in world
should I give to this University
when my parents have just forked
out nearly 100 grand for my edu
cation?" "I'm going to be paying
student loans for the next ten
years...how can I even consider
giving to the senior gift?" "I
don't owe this school—it owes
me!"
This letter is written to you,
the UOP senior who hasn't yet
given to the Senior Gift. I am not
writing to criticize you for not
giving. On the contrary, I was a
senior here myself just three
years ago, and I failed to con
tribute to my own Senior Gift
Campaign. I would be a hyp
ocrite to pass judgment, because
I've been in your shoes. What I

am hoping to do is change your
mind.
Did you know that over 60%
of UOP students receive some
form of financial aid? Do you
know where that money comes
from? I'd be willing to bet that
few of you do. I sure didn't
when I was a student here. UOP
alumni, parents, and friends give
nearly $1,000,000 annually for
the benefit of your education. To
all of you who receive scholar
ships, read new books in the
library, have new furniture in
your dorm rooms, or have classes
with less than fifteen people—
thank your alumni. Without
them, none of these things would
be available.
Since my job is to raise money
for this university, I have a
gained a true respect for those
who give. When I was a student,
I never took the time to appreci
ate the unselfishness of the alum
ni who give to UOP. I am asking
you to be different. Your educa
tion has, in part, been made a
reality because of the faith that
these alumni have in the
University. Did you know that
there are some who give as much
as $10,000 to Pacific every single
year? Stop and think about that!
They don't even know who you
are, yet they support your educa
tion! Without its donors, this
University wouldn't exist. What
would your degree be worth if
UOP closed its doors tomorrow?
Zip. Zilch. Nada.
This university has a responsi
bility to educate you, the student,
so that you can break down the
walls of apathy, look beyond the
excuses, and realize exactly how
much you mean to the future of
this school. When you graduate,
your relationship with UOP has
only just begun. Whether you
like it or not, UOP's continued
growth and reputation is a
responsibility that we, as alumni,
will inherit. Ultimately, our
degrees will only be as valuable
as we make them.
Our society has trained us to

believe that we should receive
something in return for our
money—some tangible item that
we can look at and say, "You see
that thing? That's what I bought
with
my
$20
today."
Philanthropy doesn't work that
way. What you receive in return
for a philanthropic donation
(other than a tax write-off) is the
satisfaction that you have con
tributed to something you believe
in. It's an intrinsic gift that you
give to yourself.
Let's face it, even the most
desperate senior at UOP could
probably save 35 cents a day
from now until graduation for the
benefit of the school. Most of
you could find that kind of
change at the bottom of your
underwear drawer. So we can
rule out that excuse. On the other
side of the coin, your $19.94 (or
$5, or $10, or whatever you are
able to give) seems fairly incon
sequential to the big picture. But
if every member of the senior
class of 1994 gave $19.94 to the
campaign, you would raise over
$16,000! And that would make a
huge difference to a lot of people.
Please consider the role UOP
has played in your life. Look
beyond your grudges and frustra
tions and be thankful for what
Pacific has given you. Because
of this institution, you have an
education, and if you haven't yet
figured it out, your education is a
master key to your future.
There are just two more
months until graduation. Having
read this letter, I am hopeful that
you will reflect on your experi
ence here and decide to support
the Senior Gift. And if, in the
end, you do decide to give, it is
my hope that you will take pride
in the knowledge that you have
made this place a little better for
those who are destined to follow
after you.

JASE NORSWORTHY '91
Assistant Director,
Annual Pacific Fund
(209) 946-2500
MARCH 28,1994

THERE'S NO REAL
HEALTH CARE CRISIS.
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She attends classes every day
12:30 p.m., completes her
studies in the afternoon and then

Sara Taylor (second to the left) poses with four other dancers of the
Cotton Patch Gospel-The Greatest Story Ever Retold " after a perfor
mance at Saint Marks United Methodist Church in Sacramento.

heads to the studio. On any given
weekday, Taylor will spend
approximately three hours prac
ticing in Sacramento.
Her dancing still conflicts with
her social life at UOP. However,
she has found time this year to be
an Archania (Alpha Kappa Phi)
sweetheart. "That's fun. They've
been really great."
Fortunately for Taylor, if she
has another commitment on cam
pus, she has a reasonable excuse
to miss rehearsals. "My grades
aren't what I would like them to
be. I'm trying to take off more
time from dance so I can concen
trate. I like to keep it to one
major show a semester-it's hec
tic," Taylor said.
"Unfortunately, I lose two
hours that I could be studying
because it takes an hour to get up
there and an hour to get back,"
Taylor said. On a bad day, she
will leave rehearsals at 10 p.m.,
and for personal safety, tries to

arrive in Stockton before 11 p.m.
This constant commuting to
and from rehearsals has taken
quite a toll on Taylor's new car;
the Saturn she just bought in July
currently is over 12,000 miles.
But for Taylor, the excessive
mileage is all worth it.
A member of the Broadway
Academy, Taylor dances year
round except for six weeks in the
summer when the studio closes to
produce the "Best of Broadway,"
a show in which Taylor has been
dancing in for nine years.
Three years ago, the theater
affiliated with her dance studio,
the Broadway Playhouse, started
to run the musical "Cotton Patch
Gospel-The Greatest Story Ever_
Retold," and Taylor was cast as a
dancer and member of the cho
rus. This musical by Harry
Chapin ("The Cats in the
Cradle") is based on the New
Testament story and an adapta
tion of "The Cotton Patch

Version of Matthew and John."
The production was produced
and directed by David L.
MacDonald, musical direction by
John Wilder and choreographed
by Trendete Randolph.
Taylor involvement over the
past three years in the musical
can be compared to a religious
studies course; her knowledge of
the bible has expanded through
her participation in this show. "I
actually learned more, probably
more than I have ever learned
about the bible in church."
"It's a really funny show. It
makes it a lot more relaxed than
church would be. It kind of
makes you more interested
because it is told so relaxed...it
kind of sums it all up," Taylor
said. "The audiences have liked
it; they have really enjoyed it."
No matter what the conse
quences may have been, Taylor
would never take back the past
10 years. "I think it's been a great
experience. I learned to state my
mind when 1 don't like what's
going on," Taylor said. "I've
learned a lot about working with
others through dance. We are
having to work together and lis
ten to one person...it taught me a
lot."
***

The Broadway Playhouse is
located at 4010 El Camino
Avenue, between Watt and
Eastern Avenues in Sacramento.
Tickets are $10 general admis
sion and $8 seniors and children
12 and under. Friday and
Saturday evening performances
are at 7:30 p.m. through April 9.
For information or reservations,
call (916)483-2775 or (916)4896880 between the hours of 1 p.m.
and 8 p.m. Monday through
Thursday or from 10 a.m. to noon
on Saturdays. Cash, check,
Mastercard and Visa is accepted.

What's up Doc?
Sarah Grimes, M.D.
Q: How does a woman get a yeast infection? Do they cause
pain during intercourse? How are they treated?
A: Yeast infections are a common vaginal infection. Symptoms
include itching, burning and often a thick, white vaginal discharge
Certain drugs such as antibiotics and birth control pills may cause
yeast infections. Others factors such as tight-fitting clothes. pant>hose or wet. sweaty undergarments may predispose women to
these infections-when symptoms are present, women max often
find intercourse painful.
Infections are treated with creams applied inside the vagina
Such brands as Monistat 7. Gyne-Lotrimin and Mycelex-7 are sold
over-the-counter at pharmacies and grocery stores. I advise women
to seek medical advice regarding any vaginal infection, to rule out
any other sexually transmitted diseases.
Q: I am interested in getting my girlfriend off of synthetic con
traceptive pills. We are considering using such herbs a1* Queen
Anne's Lace or Nyrhh. What is your professional opinion on these
methods?
A: In an attempt to answer this question intelligently. 1 sought
out information from several local health food stores. No one had
any information regarding herbs as contraceptives. I am not aware
of any such herbs providing efficient contraception. Other alterna
tives to oral contraceptives include condoms, cervical caps and
diaphragms. Until I can access more information. I could not rec
ommend the use of herbs for contraception.
For your information: David Goerlitz, ex-Winston Man reports:
When Goerlitz asked a tobacco company executive why he did not
smoke, the executive replied. "Are you kidding? We reserve that
right for the young, the poor, the black, and the stupid."
Due to the success of the February "Quit For Life" quit smoking
class, a second class will start April 12. Information is available
through the Health Center.

From the Chief's desk:

What do people expect?

Bob Calaway
Chief of Police
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stuff. But the more it escalated to
incorporate more people, the
more it slipped out of our hands
and into that obnoxious realm of
an uncontrollable campus bash.
And the bash was after me. They
knew me. I felt like an inflated
bash mascot. I didn't want any
body to know me. I just wanted
to feel miserable anonymously.
"Kevin?"
.
It was beyond me how in this
state of mind, my body was able
to recognize the sound waves of
longing. In that instant, the knotty
stomach feeling returned. My
eyes groped about in the dark for
the voice. It was Pepper
"Kevin, what the heck are you
doing out here in the dark?' she
said, tripping over somebody s
camouflaged porch barbeene. _
"Ub...hiding?" I said, not rea
ly sure if I wanted to divulge mto

momentarily and then return her

to darkness.
"Is this like a Pisces thing?"
she asked, suddenly.
"What?" Oh god, not Pepper's
astrology kick
"It seems to me that you are
wallowing in the emotional bur
dens of your sign, Kevin," she
said. I wondered if she had been
calling those psychic friend 900
numbers. "When Pisces' get
depressed, they think everybody
is attacking them. You are emo
tionally paranoid. But don't
worry, it is natural."
"Oh great," I said.
"Look Kevin, why blame your
problems on these nobody's?
They are just trying to have a
good time. They cannot help it
you are depressed."
"How do you know I am
depressed?" 1 asked.
She looked hard, making out
my slumped position in the dark,
and the bagged Absolute tucked
between my knees. "You look
like a bum," she said.
"Yeah, well so do you," I said,
sharply.
She giggled, leaned over and
kissed me on the cheek. "You are
really cute when you are
grumpy," she said.
I was beginning to hate that
knotty stomach thing.
"I brought you a present." She
pulled out a crumpled paper bag I
had not noticed before. "My
mom made them for Buster."
Buster was the family horse.
He kind of lounged around their
spacious backyard with no pur
pose. I always thought we had a

lot in common.
Pepper and I munched on
the cookies in the dark while
vibrating to the beat of the
bash.
"Kevin," she whispered in
my ear.
"Mmm..."
"I think you are right. They
don't know you at all."

Cookies for Buster
2 1/2 cups old-fashioned
oats
2 cups flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 cup unsalted butter
1 cup sugar
1 cup firmly packed golden
brown sugar
2 eggs
1 teaspoon vanilla
12 ounce semi-sweet choco
late
cut into 1-inch chunks
1 1/2 cups chopped pecans
4 ounce milk chocolate,
grated
Preheat oven to 350 F.
Finely grind oats in processor.
Transfer into large bowl. Add
flour, baking powder, baking
soda and salt to oats and blend
well. Using electric mixer, beat
butter and both sugars in anoth
er bowl until fluffy. Beat in
eggs and vanilla. Mix in dry
ingredients. Fold in semi-sweet
chocolate, pecans and milk
chocolate. Form dough into
balls and arrange on sheets.
Bake about 10 minutes.

Marian Thomas, in "Customer
Service from the National
Seminar Group," talks about how
to make a better organization.
University students going into the
job market need awareness of
what job expectations exist. This
awareness also exists for
University employees to better
our organization.
We need to keep in mind that
people want solutions to their
needs. They may have a broader
perception of our organization
than we do. Our view may be
limited to our place of work.
Consequently, a person wanting
assistance may conflict with what
we can actually do for them. In
this case, we need to know what
resources exist within the organi
zation we work for. We also need
to know what resources other
departments can provide for any
one asking for assistance.
One way for us to learn about
a different department within our
organization is to visit and talk to
other employees. Learn about
what they do and what their job is

about. This information becomes
very useful when asked questions
for which you may not have a
specific answer.
What do people want from an
organization? They want cour
tesy in the way we treat them.
They do not want to walk into
another person's personal prob
lems. Nobody wants to wait or
feel they are ignored. Prompt
attention to needs or questions
gives client satisfaction. People
also want reliability as part of
their experience with an organi
zation. When you make a
promise or tell someone you will
do something, be sure to follow
through. Personal attention is
something everyone likes when
dealing with other people. We all
like personal attention.
People like to feel appreciated
when they do business with an
organization. A good customer
service employee will tell a per
son they appreciate their business
by their response in an enthusias
tic manner. People also expect
University customer service
employees to have enough
knowledge available to answer
their questions. This knowledge
may help them to make the right
choice.
We need to remember that
people want to be understood.
This is particularly true when
there is a problem. If we act as
though we do not care, we will
leave a feeling that our organiza
tion does not care about people.

UWQBETravel
SPRING BREAK CELEBRATION
HAWAII »CAB0'PUERTO VALLARTA
CALL
UNIGLOBE PACESETTER TRAVEL
STOCKTON
AREA
474-1458

OR

1-800-9UNIGLOBE
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Get outta town
Katy Thayer
Entertainment Editor
After weeks of midterms, here
is the best way to relax both your
body and mind. Calistoga, Calif,
is one of the state's best areas to
relax. With all the spas and
resorts, you can leave your trou
bles at home or in the dorm and
set out on a weekend to relax
and enjoy.
While staying in one of the
several spas in Calistoga, be sure
to bring your bathing suit and
take advantage of the mud baths.
A mud bath consists of a combi
nation of local volcanic ash,
imported peat, clay and naturally
boiling mineral hot springs water.
This mixture produces a thick,
hot mud into which you can be
immersed for 10 to 15 minutes.
After that be sure to hop into a
mineral whirlpool bath. You may
sit in this for as long as you like,
until you are ready for your
herbal blanket wrap. One cannot
pass up the opportunity for a fullbody massage performed by a
professional. Other services that
are available in several of the
spas are facials, acupressure,

1 Thnmhc Hown for Touchstone s The Kef

saunas, pools and Jacuzzis. All
this treatment is guaranteed to
relax your muscles and give you
an incredible sense of well-being.
This method of relaxation has
been in use since the turn of the
century. This soothing and invig
orating treatment has been used
for relieving back pain and has
been recommended by several
chiropractors throughout history.
Calistoga is located just north
of the Wine Country. There are
several places to stay such as the
Calistoga Village Inn and Spa,
Golden Have Hot Springs,
Roman Spa Hot Springs Resort
and Nance's Hot Springs. Be
sure to make prior reservations,
as these places usually fill up on
the weekends. The best way to
make your reservations is to call
Napa Valley's Finest Lodging at
(707) 257-1051. This is a com
plimentary service that makes
reservations for you and can find
the resort or bed and breakfast
best suited to your needs.
So for your next weekend
away from school, visit the
Calistoga where you can get the
works - you deserve it! Why not
relieve stress and relax the soul
all at once.

Words of wisdom
"It's not hard to make decisions
when you know what your values
are.95
-Roy Disney

Katy Thayer
Entertainment Editor
This is not an article, it is a
warning! Do not waste your
time seeing the movie, "The
Ref." Not only is it boring,
uneventful and slow, it is terri
bly predictable.
The film takes place on
Christmas Eve. Who wants to
see a Christmas movie in the
middle of March? Anyway, it
is Christmas Eve and Caroline
and Lloyd Chasseur (Judy
Davis and Kevin Spacey) get
quite a surprise when they are
hijacked on their way home
from a marriage counseling
session. They are hardly a cute
couple, they are constantly
arguing and blaming each
other for their own pathetic
problems. Their hijacker, Gus
(Dennis Leary) had no idea
what he was getting himself
into with this obviously unhap
py couple and he is not in the T5SSS5.md7Z ~ tor » ~ ~f." TTiTone
| holiday spirit. He's just bur
between two people who obvi
ness" that involves blackmail and
glarized a house and triggered
ously
store way too much hatred
his professors.
a booby-trapped alarm system
for
each
other. Just when you
During the course of the film,
and now he is stuck with these
think the fighting will diminish, it
the manhunt for Gus begins. The
two obnoxious hostages.
starts
all over again. I cannot
Compounding the chaos for family feud intensifies as oppos
fathom
how this circus of events
Gus, the Chasseur's assortment ing members arrive and face-off
of annoying relatives are due to against each other. As it turns could lead up to such an unrealis
arrive for a holiday feast. Only out, this situation proves to be tic ending. Although the ending
was predictable and it was not
they would rather eat fruitcake worse than jail for Gus (as it
altogether believable, the acting
would be for anyone).
than endure an evening with
was decent. Unfortunately this
From
the
very
beginning
of
their verbally abusive hosts.
could
not make up for what the
To add to the pathetic bunch, the movie, the ending was entire
film lacked in plot. Dennis Leary
ly predictable. I found it very
their son, Jesse is on his way
who played Gus, is very convinc
difficult
to
sit
through
97
minutes
home from boarding school
ing. He is funny at times and one
of
constant
fighting
and
blaming
where he has his own "busi-

just seemed to grow out of the
work. King Lear looks solemn
Senior Staff Writer
and deep in thought with one
Currently on exhibit at hand under his chin. The old
king has part of his brain
the UOP Gallery are the paint
ings and drawings of the artist exposed while a mask-like face
Karl Jensen. He is a full-time sprouts out of the other side
faculty
member
at
the of his head. Although Lear is
wearing a green jacket, a bril
Academy of Art College in
San Francisco and teaches pri liant blue robe covers his body
making him look stately. King
marily figurative
drawing and
painting. In this exhibit Jensen Lear's other hand is pushing a
weak figure
down toward the
employs the use of carbon
ground.
Thus,
the King has
chalk for his drawings and the
air brush technique for his great power and must resist that
paintings. Almost all of the which is not strong. Green
works in this show reveal par bars in the background seem
is
tial figures and focus on to suggest that the figure
eternally trapped in this role as
hands.
Jensen feels that the hands king.
Originally, Jensen started as
are the most expressive part of
the body and are the best way to an abstract expressionist who
moved away from the figura
convey the personality of a
tive
tradition. However, he
model. Also, there is a visual
was
interest in the shape and geo realized that the figure
metric angling of the hands important and they reemerged.
that performs well in the com There are still remnants of
abstract expressionism in his
position of his work.
paintings seen in the sponta
Although one might think of
neous use of the air brush
the famous literary character
technique.
King Lear, Jensen had no
The subjects in these works,
intention of painting him, he
Jensen states, are purely imagi
native. There is more than one
painting on a given canvas

Psychic & Healing Arts Fair
At over 50 booths, a spirited
mix of psychics, healers and new
age goodies will enchant the curi
ous and skeptical at the Ninth
Annual Spring Psychic and
Healing Arts Fair on April 10th
in Pleasant Hill, CA.
Professional psychics will tune
in using channeled entities, Tarot
cards, palm reading, Celtic runestones, astrology and "direct"
intuitive guidance. Healers will
be on hand demonstrating such
talents as ancient Japanese touch
healing, acupuncture, chiroprac
tic adjustments, Reiki and thera

peutic massage.
For those who are more dar
ing, real aura photography will
give the low-down on their high
er vibrations. The chronically
low-vibed can get their vibrations
perked up with a journey on the
Voyager, a brain tuning sound
and light device. They may also
experience a free "energy align
ment" being offered by graduate
students from the Life Insights
Institute.
New age books, enchanting
crystals, moldavite -"the gem that
fell to Earth"- and environmental

music performances will round
out the day's offerings. Every
hour throughout the day, free lec
tures will be presented by noted
speakers.
This event will be held at the
Pleasant Hill Community Center
in Pleasant Hill. This is located
at 320 Civic Dr. near the Sun
Valley Mall. The event will start
at 10 a.m. and will end at 5 p.m.
Admission is $2 at the door. For
more information or directions
please contact Noel Brewer at
(415)626-6191.
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nior pitcher Dai
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because Jensen paints over it
several times. Built up from
various layers of paint, they
seem translucent, revealing the
mysterious parts underneath the
main composition.
The drawing, "The Artist's
Father" (1993) shows a stern,
contemplative older man lost
in thought. His hands are touch
ing the sides of his head and
this is echoed in the back
ground where a hand seems
to be touching a globe-like
form. The father figure is cast
in darkness, while the globe
like form and hand are cast in
light. This might suggest that
there is hope for the bright
future of the world. The juxta
position of the round head and
globe-like form imply that man
and nature are linked in a last
ing union. Thus, man needs
nature as well as his head to
carry out all aspects of life.
This exhibit will be at the
UOP Gallery from March 22
through April 22. A reception
will be held on Friday, April 15
from 7 p.m.-9 p.m. The UOP
Gallery is open Monday
through Friday from 9 a.m.-8
p.m. and Saturday and Sunday
from 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
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US National Volleyball
Team tours North America
Geoff Goodman
Sports Editor
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'acific's 18 game winning
treak is longest in nation
Writer

The Tigers were unstoppable this weekend as they swept UNLV in
game series, the first in Pacific history. This was their first Big
series, and the Tigers were ready take on the Rebels. The squad
hedthe series with a 3-0 league record, 21-2 at home, and 24-6
mall.
The series opened with a 7pm game on Friday, with the team and
'"idance in high spirits. Ron Lewis went the distance for the Tigers
easing his record to 4-1. With the Rebels ahead in the ninth
the Tigers came up to bat. Chip Sell went 4-5 at the plate and
the inning off with a single. Curt Zimmerman reached first-base
lead runner Sell was out on a fielder's choice. Ron Lewis struck
With two outs in the bottom of the ninth, the Tigers were down by
n and their sixteen game winning streak was on the line. Vic
:hez came to the plate and hit a line drive to center field for a dra-
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»'c game winning home run.
Saturday afternoon's game brought perfect baseball weather. Wi
" 'n attendance, the largest crowd of the season, the Tigers cut it
again. The game was scoreless until the third when UNLV
J two runs.
Randy Paulin started a hitting rally in the seventh
with a double. Chip Sell hit a single, driving in two runs, giv122 RBI the most in Pacific history. Ron Lewis stole third,
" home, for five runs in the inning. The Rebels tied it up in t e
A to force the game into an extra inning. Chris Amos drove in
winning run in the bottom of the tenth inning for his 24th RBI ot
season.
squad came out on Sunday poised to win. Pacific cleaned p
Elding and held the Rebels to three runs. Danny Miller struck
batters and gave up six hits to earn the win, raising tas rcaxd to
0nthe season. Ron Lewis had another great day, going
ate' w'th two triples, and two RBI. Paulin, Amos and Sellle
"^red in the scoring fest as the Tigers took the game easi y
> Tigers are riding an 18 game winning streak and
es in the coaches Collegiate Top 25 poll. It is
e rs
Hll team has ever earned poll votes. The
wvdio
Utah on Friday for a three-game series, then
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The Spanos Center match is the first stop of a five-city Stars and
Spikes Volleyball tour featuring the U.S. and Chinese teams.
Liskevych will use a mix of veterans and newcomers for the matches
against China, with returning 1992 Olympians Lori Endicott and
Tammy Liley anchoring the 1994 unit., Endicott is considered one of
the world's premier setters and won the top setter award at the 1992
Olympics. Liley, a middle blocker, was named most valuable player
for the1993 women's team and returns as captain in her eighth year
with the Americans. "We need to side-out before they score two points
in a row," says Liley. "Playing as consistent as we can,with a high
level of enthusiasm every night is the key." Joining Endicott and Liley
for the 1994 campaign are former three-time UCLA All-Americans
Elaine Youngs and Daiva Tomkus, as well as '92 Olympian Yoko
Zetterlund.
The USA vs. China Stars and Spikes Tour is the second domestic
tour for the American women this season. The U.S made their 1994
debut with five straight wins over national team of Canada, and are
currently 5-1 on the season. The U.S women's team last appeared in
Stockton during the 1991 season, posting a 3-0 victory over the former
Soviet Union.
Sponsored Ricoh, Champion Sports Wear and official USVBA
sponsors Supercuts, Bud Light, PowerAde/Coca Cola and Banana
Boat, the USA/China series will also visit San Jose, Berkeley, Fresno
and Irvine.
The USA Stars and Spikes Volleyball Tour is produced by
International Management Group, the world's oldest and largest sports
marketing firm, in conjunction with the United States Volleyball
Association an^WB.

Two time Olympian and team captain Tammy Liley and the US National
team gear up for the World Championships and the Canada Cup.

INTRAMURAL REPORT
BASKETBALL
The season has finally come to
an end and the intramural staff
would like to congratulate all the
champions. In the Napoleon A
league, SAE had upset on their
minds, pummeling Phi Delt 4539. Phi Delt had dominated the
six foot and under league all sea
son and appeared unbeatable, but
SAE put an end to that myth. No
POSITION AVAILABLE, EXPERIENCED

GENERAL MANAGER, SIERRA CAMP

to rwfe—
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^!Ve ^ a beautiful mountain resort-the h»sto"c ^eat
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luodinfls!»
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e:
9 2 2

June 30
June
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The US Women's volleyball team faced China March 16 at the
Spanos Center and lost to the bigger Chinese squad in four games.
Following the United States 17-15, 9-15, 15-11, 16-14 loss, head
coach Terry Liskevych was still optimistic about his teams chances at
this years World Championships. Liskevych, who guided the
American women to the Bronze Medal at the 1992 Summer Olympics
in Barcelona, still had a joyous homecoming to UOP. Liskevych built
the Tigers into national contenders during his nine years as head coach
and posted a 168-85 record. Despite Liskevych's success, his teams
have seen little success against China, who have won six straight
matches against the Americans, improving their record against the U.S
women to 47-17 since 1983.

CONFERENCE
er

CENTER.

SALARY

surprises took place in the
Napoleon B final. Pharm Posse
breezed by Killa Wiffahs 60-44.
In CO-Rec X's and O's defeated
Southwest 52-41. What was
interesting about the CO-Rec
playoffs was that all three teams
invited to the play-offs had the
same record. In the end, the tal
ented X's and O's rose to the top.
The surprise of the post-season
was the Women's championship.
Round of Applause came in fired
up and dethroned undefeated
Nothing But Net 52-39.

Sean Martin claimed the Sportsmanship Award in the Pro Kennex
Collegiate Calssic.

Tennis takes a turn for
the better
Hieu Nguyen
Guest Writer
The University of the Pacific Men's tennis team began the
month of March with an upset loss against San Jose State but contin
ued on strong with two consecutive victories over rivals St. Mary's
College and Pepperdine University.
The Tigers put the 6-1 loss against San Jose State behind
them as they roared in to defeat St. Mary's College on March 3, giving
up only two singles matches and one doubles match for a 5-2 team vic
tory. The roar was heard louder when the team traveled to
Peppperdine University on March 5. The men of Pacific swept the
courts dominating all nine of their matches for a final score of 7-0.
Number one singles player Adi Kremer is definitely a key fac
tor, leading Pacific through the Big West Conference. Due to tendini
tis in both his legs, Adi did not play on March 6 at Fresno State. Even
though with senior Kevin Smith playing number one singles, Pacific
was overpowered by the Bulldogs 7-0. The number one doubles team
of Smith and Mauricio Sovero could not stand up to Fresno State's
brother team of Bryan and Ryan Juinio, who ranks #30 nationally. The
next difficult challenge took the Pacific men to San Diego for the Pro
Kennex Collegiate Classic during March 11-13. With the absence of
Adi Kremer, Pacific endured losses of 5-2 against Iowa State, 4-3
against Yale University, and 5-2 against Pennsylvania University.
Sean Martin displayed outstanding performances throughout this tour
nament for Pacific, claiming all his matches and took home a
Sportsmanship Award.
The Men's tennis team is mid-way through their season and
are currently 5-7. Pacific is traveling down south once again to partici
pate in the UC Irvine Team Tournament. This four day tournament
takes place March 30-April 2. "If Adi Kremer's condition improves
and he is able to play," says Men's tennis coach Kevin Sverduk, "we
will have a stronger chance for success in the tournament. The team
has more depth with Adi, who ranks #39 nationally." Pacific will play
their first game in the tournament against the Boise State Broncos.
The Pacific men play their last home game of the season on
April 11 against Cal Poly SLO. Come out and show your support.

UPCOMING GAMES
MARCH 31 - APRIL 13
Thursday
March 31
7:30 pm Men's Volleyball (vs) USC
Tuesday
April 5
7 pm Baseball (vs) Saint Mary's
Friday April 8
7:30 pm Men's Volleyball (vs) Long Beach St.
Saturday
April 9
12 pm Softball (vs) UCSB
7:30 pm Men's Volleyball (vs) Pepperdine

RANGE 40K. SUPERIOR BENEFITS
PACKAGE. REPLY C.A.G. PO BOX 20
STOCKTON, CA 95201-3020

Announcements
Applications are now
being excepted for Intramural
supervisor. For information call
the Intramural office at 946-2716
or stop by and pick up an applica
tion.

Sunday
April 10
12 pm Softball (vs) Cal St. Fullerton
Tuesday
April 12
1 pm Baseball (vs) California
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Campus Paperback Bestsellers!
The Pelican Brief,by John Gnsham (Dell. $6 99) Law student
finds herself on the run tnyn miters o> two Supreme Court vac*

1

The Far Side Gallery 4, by Gary Larson
(Andrews & McMeel, $12 95 ) Collection o« cartoons.
Ruby, by V.C. Andrews. (Pocket. $6.50 j Young Cajun girl
searches for the truth of he' family s past
The Remains of the Oay. by Kazuo ishiguro (Vintage. $1100 )
English butter recalls his many years of service
SchincMer s Uat, by Thomas Keoealfy 'touchstone $12 00)
Nazi party member rescues Jews in Poland dunng WW II
The Chickens are Restless, by Gary Larson
(Andrews & McMeel. $8 95.) New collection of cartoons
Care of the Soul, by Thomas Moore /Harper Perennial. $12 00!
Guide for spirituality m everyday life
r /
. The Days Are Just Packed, by Bd» Watterson (Andrews
& McMeel. $12.95) More "CaMn and Hobbes" cartoons
. Interview wtth the Vampire, by Anne Rce (Baliantine, 1
Chilling confessions of a vampire
. The Way Things Ought To Be. by Rush bmbaugh
(Pocket Star. $6.50.) Controversial issues • that's Ltmbaughterhcry

The rock
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io a new gei
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New G Recommended
The Talismans of Shannara, by Terry Brooks (Del Rey, $5 99)
Book Four and the conclusion to The Heritage of Shannara series^
The Throat, by Peter Straub (Signet, $6 99 ) Haunft^
der, obsession and evil horror that can inhabit those dark lorw»n9
places in us all.
Tell me no Secret#, by Joy Fielding. (Avon. $5 99 )
An unknown menace is disrupting Chicago's prosecutor Jess
Koster's well-ordered world. But there is no one she can trust, o
she suspects that her mysterious tormentor is someone close oy^
AseocunoHQfiu«aKawwj»uwaie*aTioHiu.AM<xaATiOMorcocutf'rc**

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS
y>u can always spot "the new 9^y ' 'A "the gynrv.
NO GUtS,
No

N=cfEp.VA*>

UFT WITH THE V.665-,

NOT WITPTHE. 9AC|C.

ASIAN EGG DONOR $

. FLORAL CO. 95204

Happily married Asian coupleo'^
wish to achieve dream of par
are between ages 21-30,ca . ,
Center (016) 567-1302. Gene'

•1 iKe co.n.r of Alprn. 1
238 W Alpine Avenue
Stockton. CA 9S204
(70S) 464-7711

Floweibox In McCaffrey Center Bookstore
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